Do you want to...
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Store your session notes? Tracktimer groups all stored sessions by year, track, driver and more.
Store track notes? Also possible to add a track map and a movie of a lap.
Keep detailed notes of setup changes? Every little detail covered.
Compare two or more sessions including setups? Check, html reports.
Have a stopwatch with split times? Tracktimer gives you four.
Share session information with sponsors and team members? Check, html reports.
Have control of running hours and distances for your parts with alarms? This and more.
Do gearing calculations? Check, symbolic gear combinations, power graph mapped on gears.
Use RAD calculations as a base for jetting? Check, calculation of RAD and suggestion of jet sizes.
Have control of all your tires with history for each tire? You must see this!

Is this you?
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You will also get session statistics, laptimer downloads, fuel calculations, a pitstop strategy planner,
parts inventory handling, pit board data, economic overview and the list keeps growing each year.
Currently Tracktimer supports motorcycles, sidecars, gokarts and cars.

- You have invested a huge amount of time and money into your racing.
- You know that the competition is so tough that you cannot afford any mistakes and that optimal care
and setup of the vehicle is necessary to win.
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Don't compromise and use simple paper or home made Excel spreadsheets, use Tracktimer and
get in control of your racing.
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More information

To read more about Tracktimer and to download a trial version just go to the official homepage at
http://www.tracktimer.com.
From there you can also order the fully licensed version online and be ready to use all it's features
instantly.
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Customer quote about Tracktimer Pro Motorcycle:
"As of right now, all I can say is that it's probably the best $250 I've ever spent on an item for
the track!"
Pamela Skaff / PKS Racing

Contact
Tough Technology
Storgården 26
S-586 44 LINKÖPING
Sweden
+46-13-14 98 70 office
+46-705-14 98 70 cellular
e-mail: info@tracktimer.com
website: http://www.tracktimer.com

